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ON THE COVER: A WWII Jeep pickup? (Picture from the
Pat Dolan Collection of Jeep pictures).
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THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 1st 2016 AT THE WHIPPANY
AMERICAN LEGION, LEGION PLACE, WHIPPANY, NJ.
MEETING BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 7:30PM. GET THERE
EARLY FOR PIZZA AND OTHER ITALIAN DELICACIES
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th

Meeting Minutes for Saturday, July 9 2016
No Meeting Meetings were submitted
newsletter from the meeting held at Sven’s Picnic.
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In last month’s Collector’s Corner, I wrote about my
early adventures in finding a military jeep that I had wanted
for 30 years after seeing them as a kid in WWII news reels
and movies after the war
After hungering for years for a jeep, finally finding a
rust bucket Jeep, and while looking for stuff for the rust
bucket, I found, sitting in snow bank at Sarafan, a Military
Surplus Truck dealer, a really nice fine, WWII, military Jeep,
with a full, GI, top. I paid $950.00 for the Jeep and drove it
home.
This was, as I said, back in 1972, and there was little
information on Jeeps, except in a Jeep Manual I found at the
dealer and in one of the first books on Jeeps, "Hail to the
Jeep" by Wells that I had acquired somewhere.
So, with the Jeep in my garage, I studied it to see how
it was different from my rather skimpy information sources.
The first thing that struck me was seeing on the title
that it was a Ford Jeep (VIN or serial no. 4596). I knew from
some source, that Ford Jeeps had a square cross member in
front of the radiator, but the Jeep that I had, had the round
Willys type member. Something wrong here, except the data
plate on the glove box door said Ford, # 4596. But who was I
to argue with the powers that be. The title was good and I had
my Jeep.
As you may have figured out by now, my Jeep turned
out to be one of the rare ones, wherein Ford made everything
on the jeep but the frame. Early in the war, Ford could not
turn out Jeep frames fast enough and had to acquire frames
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from Willys or A. O. Smith in Milwaukee in order to keep up
with the needed war production. In time, after I knew where to
look, I found the Ford markings on top of the Willys’ frame in
front of the motor mount bracket.

The other information on the gear plate and caution
plate on the glove box door was in some foreign language
and it took me several years to find out that it was Norwegian.
Missing on the back, I thought was a gas can bracket, and
every self-respecting Jeep in my picture books had a gas can
hanging there. This was easily taken care of when I found a
gas can bracket and the slotted upper piece for holding the
strap in place on the body and bolted them in place.
Also missing on the back was the support under the
spare tire, and the tire bracket itself was a funny looking spare
tire bracket with three bolts to hold the tire on instead of the
two bolt bracket with the support that was shown in my
reference books. All this was taken care of when I found and
bought a two bolt bracket and a tire support bracket and
bolted them in place.

Now, how about those funny looking tire rims? They
did not have all those neat bolts around the center so they did
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not look at all military; they looked more like civilian rims, so
they had to go. Combat rims were found in a town not far from
my home from a guy who was making a dune buggy out of a
WWII Jeep so I bought them and a switch was made. I
advertised and found a buyer for the old rims down in
Tennessee, so they went down the road for $10 each.

The only real mechanical problem I had with my
"new" Jeep was that it would move only in 4WD. I finally
found that the problem was a sheared off rear axle, and I was
fortunate that the axle had sheared cleanly and when I pulled
the axle out, I found that the sheared off piece had been
removed from the axle housing by someone before me and all
that needed to be done was install a newly purchased axle,
from Sarafan, of course. Sarafan had everything, and they
were really pretty handy for my shopping trips.

The military full canvas top that came in the deal was
a real find. It is of Korean War vintage, in that the door
openings are closed with a swinging door instead of the
zipper variety as found on WWII full tops. When installed, it
became a very cozy enclosure, especially when that little
original GI heater, installed over the driver's feet, was running
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full blast. (Dan Janquito of Beachwood Canvas later borrowed
the top to use as a pattern to manufacture Jeep tops for his
business.)
So, finally, my new toy was well on its way to looking
"military" like it showed in my reference books.
In the following years, I gradually found other neat
stuff to mount on my Jeep. My opinion has always been that
the more stuff you hang or mount on a Jeep, the "cooler" it
looks. So along came the following:
CAPSTAN WINCH---An old friend and fellow jeep owner, Ted
Bromage, advised me that Sarafan had Jeep capstan
winches for sale. The winches were still in their original GI
packing crates. The set came in 3 crates and included the
complete setup, i.e., heavier front springs, rope, oil for the
gears, the mounting plate, the winch itself and all the
attachments and the instructions for mounting. I really needed
that and so Ted purchased and delivered the crates to my
house and the winch was mounted. If I remember correctly,
the complete set cost $75.00, in the original wooden crates.

pedestal sported a wooden mock-up .50 Cal MG covered by a
GI MG cover. (Only once did the law stop me to look to see
what was under the cover) Then, at some rally, I ran across a
GI issue, gas-firing (propane and oxygen) mockup of a .50
Cal MG that was used to provide the noise when training the
troops. The mockup looked more like some kind of a space
gun, but it had the inside workings that I figured might be built
into a .50 Cal Replica. I do not have talents like that, but my
handy and talented friend Ronnie had, so with the gas firing
mockup and a supply of real .50 Cal MG parts, Ronnie put
together a most realistic, gas-firing replica that would make
noise at a parade like you wouldn't believe. Dogs ran for
cover and little kids covered their ears, but it was a real crowd
pleaser. To brag a little bit, I will say that I believe that my gun
was the very first gas firing .50 Cal MG in the hobby, way
back before the present crop of replica guns producers were
in business.
With addition of an anti-decapitation device on the front
bumper and a siren, the Jeep was pretty much as combat
ready as I wanted it to be, so in the last 40 years, I have not
done much with it except drive it in parades and a little off
road.
Looking back, I realize that my "Baby" was an original
EARLY, GPW with very unique features that today would give
a true jeep fanatic collector an orgasm to find in such an
original condition. But I do not regret that I have not left it as a
show vehicle. I have had too much fun with it as a sometimes
off road driver, parade participant or as an active WWII
reenactor in my younger days.

M-48 DASH MOUNT -- for a ,30 cal. machinegun or BAR
(Browning Automatic Rifle). Looking in a Shotgun News
newspaper that I subscribed to, I found an ad for the
dashboard mount. The cost was $25 for the complete kit, but
money was tight and I had to hold off. Then the price went up
to $50.00 and a little later to $75 at which point I figured I had
better get it now, before it went totally out of my price range.
So I did.
FIRST AID KIT MOUNTING BRACKET--for mounting under
the dash. I had read about the modification of later war Jeeps
that included a mount to hold the first aid kit up and out of the
way under the dash, instead of carrying them in the tool
compartments. But there were no loose ones showing up at
the rally's. I was able to borrow a bracket from another Jeep
owner, and a very handy and talented friend, Ronnie
Brodzinsky, reproduced an exact copy off it. This was way
back before any other people started to reproduce the Jeep
parts.
.50 CAL, GAS FIRING, MACHINE GUN AND PEDESTAL
MOUNT-- The pedestal mount was found in the attic of a
book dealer and was purchased for $275.00, complete with,
pintel, travel lock bar and support legs. For a long time, the
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Gary,
Thank you so much! I know I've been
horrible at keeping you updated on when we
receive your boxes. They are all getting here
just fine, and we cannot thank you enough.
Things are really starting to pick up
here as we get ready to go home within the
next
few
months.
The
Waffle
House
is
continuing to be a place where soldiers come
weekly to relax and hang out for a few hours
while
they
enjoy
delicious
waffles!!
We're even looking at taking the Waffle
House "on the road" within the next few
weeks. We have a US contingent that is at
another camp about an hour and half drive
from where we are, and the news of the Waffle
House has reached them! It's so inspiring to
us to know that we are able to make a
difference for the people of Kosovo, but also
to give the Soldiers something to look
forward to every week.
I've attached a few pictures of the
volunteers, and I will be taking a few of our
"customers"
this
coming
week.
I
didn't
realize until now that I don't have any of
people actually eating waffles!
There are a few things we are running
low
on:
Syrup!
Cinnamon
Vanilla
Mixed nuts
Nutella (people LOVE this)
Again, thank you so
continued support.

much

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please
email Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call
973-347-9091.
For Sale: 1969 Kaiser M 54 Cargo truck for sale. It is parade ready.
Recently repainted and lovely restored. It has a hard top, spin on
filters, and full vinyl cargo cover with bows / troop seats and it's a
drop side. Tires are like new and include three new spares. This
truck is a steal at $5000.00 call Vinny Cell# 973-476-9544.
For Sale:.1968 M105 trailer with NJ Title. $500. Please contact
Joanne Kuhn 201.288.7467 or email her at:
joanne_in_nj@yahoo.com.
Willys Jeep Parts Free to MTA Members-Axle Flange, Rear, No
Wheel Studs; Bell Housing, 1949 Willis Truck, w/ Inspection Plate;
Bell Housing, CJ-3A, 10 Hole, 3/8” Starter Bushing, No Motor Plate,
Inspection Hole Cut in Side; Bell Housing, M-38A1, 10 Hole, w/
Motor Plate, ½” Starter Bolts; Bell Housing, M-38A1, 10 Hole, w/
Motor Plate, w/ Threaded Clutch Cable Hole, w/ Stud for PTO;
Bracket, Oil Filter To Block, F-134; Cylinder Head, L-134, w/ Firing
Order & Valve Adjustment, Missing Water Bypass Tapping; Dipstick
& Tube, Indicates ‘FULL’ at 25”, possibly M-38; Flywheel, 12.5” OD,
124 Tooth w/ Bronze Bearing, Surface Rust, But Smooth & Useable,
Used Friction Disc & Pressure Plate Included; Generator, L-134, 6
Volt; Leaf Springs – Rear, Pair, M-38 (10 Leaf), Needs Bushings /
Cushions to Be Perfect; Motor Plate, M-38 (Late), w/ Back Supports;
Motor Plate, M-38, w/ Timing Hole; Oil Pan, Good Condition;
Starter, L-134, 12 Volt, Style W/O External Switch Mechanism;
Transmission Shift Lever Cover; Valve Cover, F-134, Good
Condition; Water Pumps, 1) w/ Single Belt Pulley, 2) w/ Single Belt
Pulley & Fan Blades. Call Robert 201-226-9289,Saddle Book, NJ.

For Sale: Full set of M35A2 wheel and 9.00 x 20 NDT tire take-offs. I
have a quantity of 12. Tires are fair to poor condition, but good for
spares or trailers. Mix and match any quantities for $50 each or b/o.
Call or email Rich: 732-236-1159, r.pascale1@verizon.net (3/16)
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For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle? From projects to
ground-up Restorations and everything in between!
Check out:
WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM
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The next MTA monthly meeting
will be held on Thursday, September 1st
7:30PM at the Whippany American
Legion Hall, Legion Place, Whppany.
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